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Abstract: The coupled mechanical ,uld thermal analysis of powder during the warm compaction
process has been studied. This paper presents the development of the finite element model for the
simulation of warm met.al powder compact.ion process. In t.he modelling, the behaviour of powder is
assumed to be rate independent thenllo-elastoplastic material. The material constitutive laws are
derived based on a continu m mechanics approach. The deformation process has been described by a
large displacement based finite element formulation. Three constitutive relations namely Mohr
Coulomb yield model, Ell iptical Cap yield model, and the combination of these two have been used to
describe the deformation behaviour of the powder mass during the compaction process. These yield
models were tested, however an Elliptical Cap model was shown to be the 11Iost appropriate to
represent the compaction process. The staggered-incremental-iterative solution strategy has been
established to solve the non-linearity in the systems of equations. The numerical simulation results
were validated against the experimental data, where a good agreement was found between the
numerical simulation resulls and the experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

The production of solid component from porous materials by compacting and sintering has been in
existence since early ni net.een hundreds as a new generation of manufacturing process. In the last tiuee
decades, a wide range of stmct1ual components especially for automotive indus!')' has been developed
for production usi.ng tilis method [1]. The development of manufacturing industry in Malaysia
provides greater market opportunities of thi.s type of process. St.atistics show the production of
mechanical components, using porous materials forming technology, in 1999 is 4.1 kt in Malaysia
compared to 83.4 kt in Japan [2]. In order to expand the market and give lowest total cost, efforts to
improve this technology have focused on ways to enhance the mechanical properties and tolerances of
tile finished parts. A major advance in this technology has been the warm fonnirrg process, which can
utilize traditional powder forming equipment. This method is applicable to most porous
materialJpowder systems but requires that bolli tile porous material and the die assembly are heated up
to a temperature in the range of 100-150 DC. The temperature range 100-150 DC roughly delimits the
working temperature because at the temperature above 150 DC, lubricants begin to break down, and at
the higher temperatl.lr iron powder oxidizes more rapidly. However, at temperature below about 100
DC, suf[icient loading effect cannot be achieved. The process can produce components having good
surface finish and dimensional t.olerance such that minimal further processing is required, therefore
relatively less time is taken to produce a specific component.

There is wide agreement in the industry that the major source of any physical flaw in a product arises
from an inhomogoneous density distJibution within the compact and internal cracks initiated on an
internal shear plane. The density distribution depends on the combination of many factors such as
geometrical shape, mechanical properties of the materials to be compacted, powder-tool frictional
behaviour and the pressing cycle. An analysis of the of warm formi.ng process i~ necessary to improve
and to get a deeper llJ1derstanding about lie effects of process variables on the product. The
optimization of process variables may be achieved by a time consuming trial-and-error procedure or
tooling development programme, which is expensive. Furthermore, it is relatively difficult to predict
the porous materials forming behaviour experimentally [3,4I.1t becomes clear from the description
above that the analysis of warm forming process is important because the c'Jmpact green density
influences the performance of the final part. The variations of green density will also cause shape
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distortion after sintering along with regions of elevated stress and stress concentrations [5]. In this
paper, a finite element model is developed to predict the stress, density and flow of powder mass
during the warm forming process alld the numerical simulation results were validated against the
experimental data.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Finite Element Implementation

In practical design and analysis, the most important steps are the proper idealization of the actual
problem and the correct interpretation of the resuJt. Considerable knowledge r,~garding the
characteristics of the system and its mechanical behaviour are required in establishing an appropriate
idealization depending on tile complexity of the actual system to be analysed. In order to constmct the
numerical solution algorithm of a continuum problem, it is basically necessary to establish the
algebraic equations that govern the response of the system. A most important formulation approach,
which is widely used for the establishment of solution algorithm for practical problems is the
displacement based finite element method [6]. During the powder compaction process, the material
domain transforms from loose powder state to solid state due to densification. Therefore, the
fonnulation must capture both these slates of deformation. The starting point for this formulation is the
principle of virtual work [7]. This principle arises from consideration of a body subjected to two
entirely unrelated loading states. Under the application of some external loads, internal stresses are
generated which result in equilibrium conditions being satisfied.

The virtual work done by the internal force shouJd be equivalent tll the virtual work done by the
external force. In powder compaction process, tile external applied force to the powder mass must be
balanced by the internal reaction of the powder. Therefore, tile relationship between internal and
external virtual works can be expressed as

fcr&dn = f pb8udn +ft8udft (1)

~243 l{24442LV443
intemal external

where Ou is the virtual displacement, p is the mass density, band t are the body force and traction,

respectively. For the purpose of finite element discretization, six-l1oded isoparametric triangular
elements are used due to its ability to estimate any shape of boundary. The domain is discretized into a
finite number of elements and tile relating equation is

(2)

where Q is the whole domai n }Uld n is the number of elements. The displacement, U j and strain, 5;

at any point within an element can be expressed as

G 6

U j =LN;aj and c; =LB;a; (3)
1,=1 i=1

where aj is the virtual displacement, N j is the shape flUlction and Bf is the discrete strain operator.

Considering the non-linear material behaviour a.nd including the residual element vector r e
,

equation (I) becomes

fcr&dQ- fpb&dQ- ffOam{ = I,e (4)

Q Q r
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By introducing the thermo··elastoplastic relationship 18] and [; from equation (:I), equation (4) can be
written as

or

fDep(Ba-Xr)oedO- fpbOadD- f tb"adf, ,= re

n n r
(5)

or

fDepBado-·fDepA:TdO- fPNIbdO- fNItdf, =re (6)
n n n r

f B~DepBeadn- f DepXTdn-[f pNIbdn+ f NI tart] = r e (7)
n n n r

Equation (7) can be written in linear form as

(8)

or

(9)

where [K] is the tmgential stiffness matrix, {t-a} is the prescribed incremental displacement at the

boundary condition or the unknown incremental nodal displacement vector and {r} is the force vector
including the body force. The elastoplastic tangent modulus is set as

aCJ {= De
ae =D ep

if F<O

if F=O
(10)

The global stilIness 111 trix, [K] and force vector, {R can be written as

where n is the total number of elemen!. Therefore, the global displacement equation becomes

[K]{t-a} = ·-{R}

n

[K]= 'fKe.r.....J

,,=1

Solution Procedure

n

and {R}= Z>e
e=1

(II)

(12) •
The thermo-elastoplastic constitutive laws lead to the equation (12) become nOli-linear. Therefore, it
cannot be solved directly, and requires a11 incremental iterative technique. An approximate solution
can be obtained using an updated Lagrangian strategy where all the variables must be referred to the
previously calculated equihbrium configurations. In order to complete the sol trion procedure for the
deformation of powder mass, a staggered-incremental-iterative solution procedu[l~ is applied. The total
prescribed displacement is divided into n-numbers of small increments where each increment requires
an iterative procedure to obtain its solution. The coupled thermo-mechanical computational flowchart
using staggered-incremental-iterative solution procedure can be seen in Figure 1.
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warm compaction process can produce a part with more unifonn density distribution compared to
conventional cold compaction process.

CONCLUSION

A numerical analysis of metal powder under mechanical together with thennal load was analysed.
Three yield models were used to represent the defonnation behaviour of powder mass dming the wann
forming process. The results are compared with the warm compaction experimental data. An Elliptical
Cap yield model is suitable to represent the behaviour of warm metal powder mass during the
compaction process. The wanll compaction model produces the more uniform density di1:tribution.
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